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such a transition.4 The study in question analyzed de-identified
smartphone data from more than 700,000 individuals in
111 countries who used the smartphone app Argus to track
physical activity. While the accelerometer derived step counts
of such smartphone-based monitors may lack the sensitivity
of research-grade activity trackers, the Argus data reported
that the average human adult took 4,961 daily steps,4 a figure
indicating that the average human adult is leading a sedentary
lifestyle.
The inhabitants of some countries exceeded this threshold,
led by Hong Kong with an average daily step count of 6,880
steps, followed by China and the Ukraine with 6,189 and
6,107 steps respectively.4 Other nations approximated the
activity levels of individuals with lower-limb amputations,
with Indonesia exhibiting the lowest average daily step count
of 3,513 steps, followed by Saudi Arabia and Malaysia and
3,807 and 3,963 steps respectively.4
Among the 46 countries with at least 1,000 users, the
United States ranked 30th, with an average daily step count
of 4,774.4 Against this backdrop, the average step counts
of prosthesis-users, reported at between 3,000-4,000 steps,
while defined as sedentary, is not far behind the global adult
population.

What Does Not Appear to Work

A recently published representative report of activity levels
among individuals with lower-limb amputations used a
cohort of Canadian adults rehabilitating from diabetesrelated amputations.5 Reporting upon a cohort of 22 subjects
with diabetes who had undergone a recent transtibial amputation, the authors reported an average daily step count of
3,213 steps three months after discharge from rehabilitation.5
This figure increased modestly to an average of 3,809 steps
six months later, with an additional report of an average of 24
minutes of MVPA.5
Given the reported benefits for those who take more than
5,000 steps per day, this appears to be a population that
would benefit from increased activity. The natural question
is which interventions might prove effective in this effort. So
far, collective observation has failed to support the idea that
prosthetic component choices have much impact on activity. Adding features such as shock absorbing pylons, torsion
adaptors, different feet, and microprocessor knees has failed
to significantly increase observed activity levels.1
This is exemplified in the recent work of Wurdeman et al.
who reported upon the observed activity levels of 28 subjects
with transtibial amputations. These subjects were relatively
high functioning (K3/K4) with a mixture of traumatic (n =
16) and vascular (n = 8) etiologies who were crossed-over
after three-week periods wearing SACH and energy storage
and return feet (ESAR).6 Consistent with those publications
included in the narrative review cited earlier, despite the
high-function capacity of the participants and very meaningful functional differences in the foot types, activity levels
were largely unchanged, reported at 4,944 daily steps and
4,660 daily steps in the SACH and ESAR feet.6
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